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Masks, music.

Nursing student finds
films, poetry the good things in life

4JKE3\ andMardi Gras
'

A 6.8 magnitude earthquake
shook the Pacific Northwest yesterday and rattled many Seattle
University students on campus.
The SU campus facilities sufferednostructural damage,andno
injuries were reported after the
10:55 a.m. seismic event.
Around Seattle, 29 people were
reportedinjured, and many buildings suffered facade and minor
structural damage.
Campusbuildings weredeclared
safe, and classes resumed by 1
p.m. according to Kerry Godes,
Assistant VicePresident andDirector of Public Relations. Many
classes werecancelled on an individual basis though because not
enough students showed up.
TheLemieux Library wasclosed
longer than most buildings,due to
fallen books that needed
reshelving. It opened again at 5
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doctor that Mondaymorning, and
he was hospitalized by that afternoon."

Storie spent twomonths in the
hospital.
He was diagnosed with a rare
formof AcuteMyelogenousLeukemia (AML). It is one of the
most aggressive types of leukemiabecauseitis responsiblefor a
defect increatingredblood cells.
There are several subtypes of
AML. Each subtype is characterized by the cell which is being
attacked. In these cases, the cancer is easier to treat because the

according to herclasses and work
schedule.
Yet Stone no longer centersher
life around school. Her brother's
diagnosis withleukemia changed infectedcells can beisolated.
her focus from studies to family.
Unfortunately, in Brett's case,
She spends every free moment stem cells are involved. This
that she has with her brother.
meansthat allbone marrow cells

p.m.

Index

TARA RIVIECCIO
Staff Reporter
Like every other Seattle University student, Janelle Storie, a
senior nursing major, has been
told overand overto make school
her mainconcern.Sheissupposed
to spend the majority of her time
writing papers, doing homework
and taking tests. Her days and
nights are meanttobeplannedout

AMYJENNIGES

See Quake on page 2
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Managing Editor

When the quake hit, people
handleditdifferently.Someclasses
carried on as usualuntil they were
told toleayethebuilding,and other
classes evacuated immediately.
Students inclass in the Administration building quickly exited
and congregatedon theupper mall
of campus to await instructions.
SU President Father Steven
Sundborg, SJ, whose office is in
the Administration building, was
among thepeople waiting outside.
People in other campus building also went outside soon after
the quake.Campus Public Safety
staff surveyed campus for damages, and at the same time asked
anyone they found inside buildings to wait outside until further
notice.
"We were askingpeople to cooperate by waiting outside," said
Campus Public Safety Manager
Mike Sletten. "The community
wasoverall excellent."
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Seniors Tim TrosperandMarlinChan get into the spirit ofMardi Gras
bymaking masks providedby the Student UnionBoardofManagers.

Annie Moseanko
Staff Reporter
BROOKE KEMPNER
Lead Story Editor
Sequined, feathered masks
poppedup in theSUB on Tuesday
as apartofArt Fest 2001 Students
had the opportunity to paste their

.

creativity toblackandwhitemasks,
suppliedthe Student Union Board
of Managers (SUBoM), forMardi
Gras.
"We're trying to promote artistic creativityhere oncampus,"said
Shannon Fay, the Program Chair
for the SUBoM.
"It's also just a lotof fun."
Art Fest kicked off onMonday
evening with an extreme poetry
reading in the Upper Bunk with
Taylor Mali, a three-time poetry
slam champion.
"It was unbelievable,"said Vie-
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tor Hanson-Smith, a sophomore
computer science major. "I'yenever

See ArtFest on page 2

"It's like all of a suddenI
know are affected because stem cetts
what's important,"Storie said.
are theprecursors to allredblood
"ft might sound cheesy,butit's ceils, whitebloodcells and other
true."
bloodcomponents.
Since Janelle's brother, Brett
One doctor explained Brett's
Storie,was diagnosedwithcancer disease in ananalogy of atree.In
ayearago shehas changedherlife otherformsofleukemia itislike a
goal frombeing a pediatric nurse branch or section of leaves are
to studying oncology.
affected. The root of the problem
Brett was enrolled as a fresh- is easilyidentifiedandcan be isoman at the University of San Di- lated. In Brett's case, it is more
egowhenhegotsick.AfterChrist- like the trunk of the tree is inmas, Brett became ill and was fected.
diagnosed with mono. When he
Brett has spent the last year in
returnedtoSeattle to visithis fam- and out of the hospital. Someily for Mother's Day, he wasex- timesheis inisolationbecause his
tremely sick.He spent the week- immune system is so weak he
end bedridden and was not al- cannotbeexposedtoanyoneelse's
lowedto return to school.
bacteria. He is alsounable to re"He was pale and hadlost a lot ceive anymorechemotherapyand
of weight," Janelle said.
"My mother took him to the
See Leukemia on page 3

The way of Steve McQuarrie

U-WEN LEE
Staff Reporter

SeattleUniversity studentsand
faculty werehanded the opportunity to attenda free
' screening of
ChrisMcQuarrie shit movie Way
ofthe Gunlast Thursday, withthe
famed director himself in attendance to provide a star-studded
feel to the occasion.
Last Thursday evening in the
Pigott Auditorium, about two
hundred people were treated to
McQuarrie's film on the big
screen.McQuarrie, an Academy

Award-winning scriptwriter for
Best Screenplay for the 1995 release The UsualSuspects, took to

See McQuarrieon page 2

BROOKE k£MPNER / LEAD STOH^ED^UF

Director SteveMcQuarrie signedautographsafter theshowingofhisfilm
Way of the Gun, on campuslast Thursday.
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SU students commune withpoet's verse
AMY BARANSKI

News Editor

Writing a poem is like sticking a
pebble in a polishing machine.
Sometimes a beautiful rock can
turn out dull. Likewise, a rough
stone may shine in the end, Sam
Green SU poet in residence explained.
"MelindaMueller's poems were
always agates," Green said.
As part of the Writers Reading
Series sponsoredby theEnglish department, Mueller read selections
ofher poetry tostudentsand faculty
yesterday inthe Pigott Auditorium.
Green, a friend and the first publisherofMueller showeredher with
accolades during her introduction.
"Again and again I've turned to
Melinda Mueller'spoems toremind
me whereIam, to bring meback to
myself," Green said.
Mueller's friendship withGreen
began about 25 yearsago when they
met at the University of Washington. Both were enrolled in an English class taughtby Nelson Bently.

Bently's instruction called
Her religious instruction began
Mueller to her vocation of writing. with the nuns who taught her at an
Since thatclass,Muellerhas worked all-girl high school in Montana.
to become a high priestess of po- There, Mueller developed a fondness for the traditional
Latin Mass.
"Iliked the idea that I
could go to Madagascar
and understand what the
priest was saying, and
know what to say in response," Mueller said.
In a poem called, The
Diocese of Rain,
Mueller's voicethundered
with her nostalgia of the
LatinMass.
"Rain does not fall in
the vernacular," Mueller
said.

Her verse sprinkledthe
silent auditorium as she
sang the ancient Catholic
hymns.
AMY JENNIGES / MANAGING EDITOR
Mueller is best known
Melinda Mueller meets SUstudents during for hernovellengthpoem,
the Writers Reading Series.
Wltat the Ice Gets. She
etry,often transubtantiating the or- spent threemonths ofdaily work to
dinary world to reflectits sanctity. craft the story of Sir Ernest

Shackleton's trans-Antarctic expe-

on it again," Mueller said.

dition.
"Iwouldbegineachsectioncompletely cowed by the thought of

at the Seattle

Currently, Mueller,who teaches
Academy near SU, is
helpingmiddleschool students like
Krinbring, explore
lackleton's icy world.
Krinbring, a seventh grader,
turned to
io listened to Mueller speak
i Tuesday explained that, "It
is actually quite cool. She
poems to remind
lborated on the details."
Since her writing process of
where
to
hat the Ice Gets was exciting,
ueller doesn'tquite knowhow
bring
back to
begin another lengthypoem.
Shehas taken aliking toMary
ngsley, anunusual womanof
Sam Green, SU poet the Victorian era,and might look
through Kingsley's eyes to deIN RESIDENCE
scribe the landscapes of her addoing it. But of course you just ventures.
plunge into it," Mueller said.
Muellerkeepsanotebook at hand
"Sometimes it was like chipping to jot down her own adventures.
rock with a very blunt chisel."
She admits that she won't keepa
Each day she chippedaway at her journal regularly, but makes sure
poemfallingasleepearlyinorder to she is prepared for poetic phrases
wake up earlier with a clear head. that come in each daily landscape.
"It became soexciting I
couldn't Sherecommends that aspiring writwait to wake up and start working ers adopt a similar technique.

"I've

(athew

Melinda Mueller's
me
iam,
me
MYSELF/

Quake:SUstillstandingafterrumble McQuarrie:usualsuspect

From page one

"Wewere veryfortunate,"Sletten

said.

At first, Public Safety, along with
Winter Brown, an RA in CamFacilities Operations staff, swiftly pion,wasshowering on the 6th floor
surveyed the campus. They later when she felt the tremble. Her
did a more detailed survey of shower supplies fell to the ground,
and she said she felt alittleseasick.
campus.
"Iwas thinking,'Idon't wantto
ByWednesdaynight,thingswere
die
in Campion Tower,'" Brown
back to normal on campus,except
some
cosmeticwalldamsaid.
for
minor
After the shaking subsided, she
ageinBellarmineandCampion resifinished her shower and later left
dence halls.

ereates nc w crimemc nick

the building.
Brown said that the RAs don't
cover earthquakeevacuations much From page one
in their training because they are
the stage briefly before the show startedand discussed his movie.
infrequent in the Seattle area.
She added that most of her resiMcQuarrie bemoaned the producers of Way ofthe Gun for not giving
dents handled the event well and himartistic freedom to direct the film the wayheoriginally intended. Way
evacuated the building soon after of the Gun stars Benicio Del Toro, Ryan Phillippe, Juliette Lewis and
James Caan. It is littered with expletives,gun-toting villains,gore and
she did.
"Everyone seemed fine with it," sexual innuendo.
"Ialmostwantedto become a novelist in the end. At leastin that way I
Brown said. "A couple were even
wanted,"McQuarrie said.
couldhavethe freedom to tell my storythe way I
jokingabout it."
Way
to
theGunbecauseafterthe
success ofTheUsual
Hechose direct
of
Suspects, he wasconstantly asked to make anothercrime film.
McQuarrie, admitted that Way of the Gun garnered mixed reviews
whereverit played due to its controversial nature.

So Convenient!

ArtFest:SUcreativitylives
From page one
seen anything likeit."
Continuing the celebration of the arts on Tuesday night, singer and
songwriterHowie Day delivered a guitar and vocal performance in the
readingroomof the library.The event wasco-sponsoredbyStudentUnion
Building managers and SEAC.
Today, student, staff and faculty art will be displayedthroughout the
SUB, showcasing the talent of the Seattle University community. Displayedpiecesinclude photographs, drawings,paintings and severalother
forms of art.
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Tuition to increase 5 percent next year
AmyBaranski

ulty and coursedevelopmentfor the hall upgradeslike the Campionand
more sections of a few classes."
The administration anticipatesan courses and departments most Bellarmine lobbies, according to
increased demandforCOßEclasses heavilyinvolved withthe academic Father Sundborg.
Incoming students are expected
SeattleUniversity undergraduates next year because students will be core."
The increase in tuition dollars is to pay theincreasedroomandboard
can expect to pay $855 more in able to take on more credits under
rates whilenot
tuition next year due to a tuition the flat rate tubeing guaranincrease of five percent.
ition.
Enrollment,tuteed housing
"This year we were able to reto theresiduce the increase from what it had ition and salary
due
year we
able to reduce
dence overbeenlast year. Last yearit wasa 5.6 increases were the
flow.
percentincrease,"Father Sundborg threemain factors
the increase from what it had been
Father
that shaped the
year.
increase,
Sundborg
budget.
tuition
included in
last
said
thatdue to the
proposedbudget for the fiscal
Improving emFather Stephen Sundborg, SJ
increased enyear of 2002, was approved last ployee salaries
a
week by the Boardof Trustees.
was the single
The new flat rate tuition billing largestpriority reflected in thebudcommittee has
systemhaslittle effect onthe tuition get.Itcalled fora6 percentincrease intended to retain faculty members been setup to troubleshoot theoverby offering competitive salaries.
increase.
crowding problem on campus.
in funds for full-time employees.
"Theflatrate tuitionincrease was
The proposed preliminary budThe new budget will impact on"Thereisapian in place there that
designedinsucha way thatitwould getissuedbyDennisRansmier, Vice campus residents too. Room and has to do with the reduction of the
berevenue neutral,"Father Stephen President of Finance and Adminis- board rates combined willincrease number of single rooms and the
Sundborg, SJ said. "What it does tration, states that: "The strategic by 4 percent. Some of thisincrease sophomorerequirement [to live on
call for is in some instances having plan calls for more extensive fac- helps cover the costs of residence campus] whichremainsin effect,"

News Editor

"This

were

fhe

*rollment

Father Sundborg explained.
He admitted that this problem
remains a challenge, a challenge,
however,that the administration is
struggling to resolve.
In comparison to other private
regional universities, SU currently
ranks tenth by charging$17,010 in
tuition. Gonzaga University ranks
aboveSU andcharges $17,460 and
Whitworth College ranks directly
below SU by charging $16,928.
Father Sundborg said that in order to keep tuition manageable for
students, the costs of tuition at SU
will remain comparables to other
Northwest universities.
"We've been below the average
increase of tuition for a range of
years, the last two years we were
slightly aboveit.This year we were
able to bring it back down," Father
Sundborgsaid.

Lukemia: Nursing student focuses on brother as long as she can
From page one
radiation therapy because it will
cause liver and heart damage.
Despiteallofthe treatment,Stories
cancer is not inremission.
His last option is to get a bone
marrow transplant. This operation
is usually done when the patient is
inremission. However, due to the
severity of Stories case, doctors at
the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Hospital are willing to try.

Lastweek a donor was found for
Stories transplant whichtookplace
yesterday.Stories bonemarrowdonor lives in Sweden and had to
travel to the United States for the
operation.Unfortunately,insurance
companiesdonot coverthecosts of
finding a matching donor.Stories
family must pay from $20,000 to

$100,000 to find a donor, pay for
his or her medical costs and transport the sampleto theUnitedStates

"Bothmy sister and Iwere tested

Association here at SUalso generated $400 in a fundraising event
said. "We were not,but the testing held in the Pigott Building earlier
costapproximat cIy $ 10,000foreach this month. TheNSNA sold carnaof us."
tions for 50 cents, but theyreceived
s
to
helped
Janelle' church has
muchmore in donations.
raise most of the money neededfor
"It is amazing, so many people
the costs associated with the trans- came up to the booths and shared
their support," Janelle said.
plant.
to seeif we were matches," Janelle

The National Student Nursing

One of the most important les-

sons Janelle has learned from this
experienceis how important itis to
show that you care.
"It means so much to me when
peopleask me how I'm doing and
how my brother's doing," Janelle
said."Even if it makes me cry."
Janelle,expects tograduatein the
springandcontinues to spend most
ofher free time withher brother.

Write-in wins
VP Finance race
Amy Baranski

News Editor
In a one night campaign junior
Matt Sanderl wonoffice for ASSU
Vice President ofFinance last night

against junior Mick Souders.
Souders was the only candidate
on the ballot yesterday. However,
over 66 percent of the voters shied
from checking the box next to his
name. Instead, they wrote in: Matt
Sanderl.
Sanderl currently serves as the
At-Large Representative. He declared candidacyjust in time to run
a shortlivedand effectivechalking
campaign against Souders.
This year the elections for ASSU
executiveoffices werewrought with

three weeks to figure out what to do.
And what theydecided todowas
to run the election as scheduled.
Ina meeting held lastFriday, the
presidential committee decided to
postpone the VicePresident of Finance election due todiscrepancies

regarding the electioncommittee's
procedures.
However, VicePresident of StudentAffairs, AngelaRivieccioconvinced the council to proceed as
planned because an amendment in
the ASSU constitution had been
excluded due to poor record keeping in 1999.
The amendment changed the
constitution's language to give the
electioncommittee fullcontrolover
the elections. This meant that the
decision of the presidential comcontroversy.
Two complaints were issued mittee to postpone the election was
against the election committee's ineffective.
Junior Virgil Domaoan won
decision toholdacloseddoormeeting when deciding two candidates', ASSU office of the president in a
eligibility.
landslide victory last weekand junWhen one complaint was vali- ior Annette Gaeth was electedVice
dated, it took the council almost President of Student Affairs.

Whoops
The endings of the two stories on the front page oflast
week's editionofTheSpectator wereaccidentily left outof
the news section. The full stories can be found on The
Spectator's website:http://www.seattleu.edu/student/spec
The News Editor apologizes for this error.
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Editorial
2002 Budget
The new budget figures, released this week by the
Office of the President, tout the increase in student
financialaid and student wages. While these raises are
commendable, they are not as generous as they may at
firstsound.
While the actualamount ofstudent financial aid was
raised,the amount ofaid asa percent ofthe totalbudget
has increased by only 0.6 percent. It is doubtful the
average student will see much of a change in their
financial aid packets as a result of this slight increase.
Also underwhelming is the five percent increase in
student wages. If the average student makes $7.50 an
hour at a work study job,a five percent increase would
mean a new salary of $7.88 an hour. While these extra
cents will add up and a bit of extra money will go into
students' pockets, it hardly brings student wagesup to
a competitive level as the Office of the President's press
release states.
Taking into account inflation and the rising costs of
tuitionand room and board, these increases will have
close tono effect on a student's bottom line.
On the other hand, SU budget writers should be
applauded for theirefforts toincrease faculty salaries.If
SUwishes to retain thebest andbrightest professors, the
administrationmustbe willing to offer wages whichare
competitive with the corporate world. Thisnew budget
is a step in that direction.
TheSpectatorEditorialBoard consists of Katie Ching, Amy
Jenniges and Jim Rennie. Signed commentariesreflect the
opinions

of the authors and not necessarily those of
Spectator, Seattle University or its student body.
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God and
Politics

the

♥— v miverstty
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Seattle

Letters to
the Editor
ment ofreligion." Thismeans that
the government cannot create a
law or program that supports or
promotes one religion over an-

is why Ifeel it is important to
correct your error and show the
real truth behind the mystery of
the separation betweenchurch and

other this belief is the idea behind separation between church

state and the role of religion in
American politics.

—

opinion column by Kristi and state.
Johannsen [Feb 15]. Before IbeYou seem to state that Bush Mark Bonicillo
gin, let me state that Ishare the violates the separation between Humanities
same concerns about America's church and state through his inaufuture now that George Bush, the gural address. But that is false
younger, is president.Idon't like because hehas merely voiced his
Bush's policies. Idon't like John Christian values in his inaugural
The Spectator welAshcroft as Attorney General. I address;it's onlyunconstitutional
don't like the Bush Administra- if he helps pass a law that procomes Lettersto the
tion period. But Ithink that your motes his Christian religion.
Editor.
Furthermore,yourclaim that reclaims on religion inpolitics and
Letters should be
your interpretation of the separa- ligion needs to stay out of politics
tionbetweenchurch andstate with is quite wrongand historically igtyped and submitregards to President Bush seem norant. Religion has driven the
tednolater thanthe
exaggerated, perhaps false. In- values and culture of American
deed, asIread your column,Iwas politics. Religious devotion, and
Monday before
disturbedabout your misinterpre- belief in God inspired the Foundpublication.
tation of the question of religion. ing Fathers, especially Thomas
All letters must
But first, let us review whatyou Jefferson, to uphold the belief in
have said. Youquote a line from unalienable rights, which are given
include
the
President'sBushinauguralspeech by God rights such as life, libauthor's name and
and accuse him of violating the erty and the pursuit of happiness.
separation between church and Thesereligious andphilosophical
daytime phone
state. Bush said in his inaugural values are expressed in theDeclanumber for verifispeech, "I will work to build a ration of Independence. It reads,
cation purposes.
nation of justice and opportunity "We hold these truths to be selfevident,
and equality. Iknow this is posthat all men are created
Letters may be
sible because we are guided by a equal, that they are endowed by
submitted in perpowerlarger than ourselves, who their Creator with certainunaliencreates us in His own image."
able rights..."
son at The Spectator
Then you respond by saying,
Another president echoed the
offices in the lower
"Does anyone else see some seri- same Christian messageabout the
SUB, or mailed
ously flawed rhetoric here (be- importance of God as President
sides the fact that religion needs Bush. In the last line of John F.
to stay out of politics)? How is it Kennedy's inaugural address,
The Spectator
that Bush can spoutoff his Chris- "...let us go forth to lead the land
tian morals in acountry that holds we love, asking His blessing and
900 Broadway
people of all religious back- His help,but knowing thathere on
Seattle, WA 98122
grounds?"
earth God's work must truly be
Let meshow you howyourclaim our own."
As onecan see,religionis deeply
about religion and politics hasmisspectator@9eattleujedu
interpreted Bush and the Ameri- ingrained in American politics and
can Constitution. Your reasoning to deny religion in politics is to
here is flawed. The Constitution deny the virtues and essence of
states that "Congress shall make America.
no law respecting an establishItoo love this country. Andthat

—

.
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Considering the true costs of our lifestyle
restrictions based on the way developing nationshandle their environmental and human rights
laws. To do so would strangle
them in their creation ofanindustrial economy. We ourselves in
theUnited States had to go through
this phase to get where we are.,
today, so we cannot dictate to a
less developed nation that itcannot experience the same model
growth thathas brought us so far."
Tempting, isn't it? Indeed, the
argument that developingnations
are in a transformative period betweenmind numbing povertyand
untoldof wealth, and that the key

Joshua
Russert
Spectator Columnist
Dorka Diaz worked nearly 50
hours a week when she was in
Honduras. In the textile shop
where she labored, she and the 12
and 13-year-old girls along side
her would endure temperatures
often above 100 degrees. The
thought ofgoing outside to breathe
easy was ludicrous, since they
werelocked in the factory, asubcontractor for Leslie Fay products. Nix on the water, too, since
there wasno clean drinking water
available to the workers.
Eighty thousand children in
Bangladesh sweat it out in the
apparel industry. Their lot includes 50 to 60 hour work weeks
also, in addition to beatings and
other punishment for miscounting or other errors while on the
"job."
Over a decade and a half has
passed since UnionCarbide devastated Bhopal, India, killing
6,000 people when a mystery
agent accidentally leaked from
their plant there. As of today, the
company still refuses to release
the chemical makeup of the gas,
claiming it is a trade secret. The

120,000 survivors would be
greatly helped by any information thatcould aid in treatment of
theplethoraofailments suspected
to beassociated with the incident.
The facts and figures could fill
this entire page, a litany of the
true cost of a global free market

system where the true cost of pro-

duction is hidden behind swoosh
symbols and low prices at your
local mega-retailer.
But thisis no sob-story column.
Today Iwant to walk with you
through anargument,anargument
which se sto justify the conditions th
ab o v
suffer in
yourself
service to
greate

and
greate

demand
for thei
services.

Twice
now
have en

Educate

simple, really. This means that
producers of goods, in order to
maximizeprofit andminimizethe

the sweat ofher brow, God forbid,
maybe even prosper through her
toil, interferes with cost
externalization.
The people of the developing
world have no way to build an
industrial economy "just like we
did,"because they have no one to
externalize their costs onto. Our
industries are already externalizing our costs onto them! They are
the human price for the prosperity
we have in the United States, and
theirs is the suffering we own every time we purchase a product
created by this system.
Above all, do not feel guilty
about this. Guilt leads to stupid,
grandiose decisions andis usually
counterproductive. Instead,focus
onrooting out the myths that lend
themselves tonot letting the truth
be revealed. Educate yourself on
the true costs of our modem lifestyle, and make decisions about
how you can contribute to spreading the wealth of justice, rather
than the wealth of nations.
Justice will be realized not by
destroyingcorporations that trade
in human misery, but by demanding,as the consumer,that ourproducts not be so tainted.Justice will
berealized when the true power of
the market economy, those of us
whodemandthe goods, accept our

costto consumers andthus insure

responsibility to those who pro-

worker is a multinational affair,
with the majority of factories only
allegiance to the country in which
they operate being one of paper
and plumes. Let us consider a
more focused issue within the very
structure of global manufacturAt issuehere is the concept of
cost externalization. A classical
economist, trained in efficient

market allocation, would not
flinch at the conceptof cost internalization, which states that the
full cost of production must be
borne by the producer and beincluded in the producers selling
Here

on the true costs of

our modern life-style, and make decisions
about how you can contribute to
spreading the

wealthof justice, rather

than the wealthof nations.

is

the rub,
though,
which is
never mentioned by
champions
of trade liberalization:
to have a robust indus-

trial

countered a dangerous notion, a
particularly destructive dangerous
notion, here on campus. It is an
idea that seeks to expunge guilt
overthe way things are donein our
society, and it has no place at a
university that seeks to promote
justice.
The dangerous notion Irefer to
is imbedded in the way we think
about the rest of the nations we

from the former to the latter is

found in industrialization,speaks
to ourown national history. We in
North America are the benefactors of asystem of manufacturing
and consumption which does indeed provide a palatable, if not
completely survivable, mode of
living for themajorityof thepopu-

highconsumption, mustexternal- duce them and support their
ize as many costs as possible. struggles to achieve dignity,health

lation.

PrimariVv tVvese

For the time being, we will not

consider theinherent fallacy that
It is a notion whichentwines with the major industrial concerns beour peculiar American experience ingbuilt in developingnations are
and seeks to exonerate virtually in any way ownedor profitable to
the populace of thosenations.Itis
criminal activity.
usually
stated as well known that the current race
The notion is
impose
follows:"We cannot
trade toexploit the developing nation's
partnerwithininternationaltrade.

there must be a waytoexternalize
costs. You still with me? Pretty

costs are human

and environmental in nature.
Human and workers rights interfere with cost externalization.
Living wages interfere with cost
externalization. Environmental
regulations interfere with cost
externalization.DorkaDiaz' wish
to work in dignity and survive by

av\dprosperity That is a true internalization
cost.

of

Joshua Russert is a sen/or
majoring in journalism. His eaddress
is
mail
russerj@ seattleu.edu.

Being human means being a selfish human
did wouldnothave beendoneifshe tarian work, these people make
didnot haveaself-serving reason to themselves feel better bydonating
do so. Whetherit was becausehelp- money to worthy causes. If they
ing people made her feel good, or didn't donate money, they would
because not helping people made feel guilty. So while their money
her feel bad, you can still see the doesindeedgo towardhelpingother
Spectator Columnist egoism at work.Now the trick is to people, the act of giving it away
not let your age-old concept of the helps philanthropists feel as ifthey
word"selfish"cloud thefacts. Inno arebetter people.
"Helping others," wrote
former argument,though many will way are Mother Theresa's actions
disagree. Where the problem lies any less noble than they are if you Gunapala Dharmasiri in his "Budamong those whodisagree,though, believe sheonly did them for other dhist Ethics" essay, "is a way of
isthenegativereputationof theword people.There'snothing wrong with helping oneself."
helping others, even if your moPhilosopher Ayn Rand explains
selfish.
this view
For the most
more thorpart, we have
oughly. In
been trained to
people
her essay,
think that "selfof us, in fact,
selfish
'The Virtue
ish" is a bad
mainly concerned with
word, a value
who
of Selfishness," she
which weshould
personal benefit.
wrote that,
avoid,
to
strive
"Any
action
in
fact
it
is
when
that a man
a completely
natural wayof being.
tives are in the name of self-inter- undertakes for thebenefit of those
lie loves is not a sacrifice if... it
When you think of those indi- est.
viduals who we regard as altruistic,
Another exampleofthe supposed achieves that which is of greatest
or"humanitarians,"youcanstillsee altruistic individual is the philan- personalimportance tohis ownhaptheir self-regarding motives at play. thropist. We often regard one who piness."
The example that Rand uses is
Mother Theresa is one example. gives to charity as someone whois
The woman whoisknown for dedi- making a personal sacrifice for the that of a man who spends a fortune
cating her life to helping poor and well-being ofothers. However,the tocure his wifeof an illness. Since
sickly people all over the world is person who gives to charity is also his wife's survival is the most imjust as self-interested as the rest of doing so with self-regard. Just like portantthing tohim, his act is not a
us. The things thatMother Theresa MotherTheresa'shands-onhumani- sacrifice,but somethinghedid with

Austin
Burton
This may be ahardpill for youto
swallow,butI'llgo ahead and say

it anyway:you areaselfish person.
Allofus,infact,are selfishpeople
whoare mainly concerned withour
personal benefit.
Now before youthrow this paper
downand goretrieve yourBook of
Good Deeds to prove me wrong,
consider the real meaning of selfishness versus selflessness,oregoism versus altruism.
The egoism/altruism debate has
been waged in philosophy books
and classrooms for ages. Human
beings, says the egoist, never act
unselfishly. Everything we do is
for our own benefit, even when it
appears that weare being selfless
on the surface.
The altruist, on the other hand,
says that whilepeople dohave their
selfish moments, there are many
times when we do thingssolely for
the sakeof others.
Iam inclined to agree with the

All

are

are
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our

self-regard.
Altruism,in its purestform, does
notexist. Theclosestpeoplecan get
tobeing altruists is when they allow
thecondition ofothersto have some

significant weight when they make
an ultimately selfish decision. But
only those who can separate the
word "selfishness" from its longstanding negative connotation can
see that.Selfishnessand callousdisregard donotgo handinhand as you
may havebeenled tobelieve. In the
proper context,selfishnessonlysignifies that one is thinking of himor
herselveswhenexecutingan action.
And whocan deny that we think
of ourselves all the time?
Abortionis a good situation touse
to illustrate this point.If the parents
inanunwantedpregnancy trulyonly
thought about the well-beingof the
child, wouldabortion and adoption
even exist? Seriously, can you put
yourself in a hypothetical "should
we keep the baby or not?" situation
and never mention yourself?
It's nearly impossible. Yet it's
entirely natural,and not such a bad
thing.

Austin Burton is a freshman
majoring in journalism. His eis
mail
address
burtona1 @ seattleu.edu.
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Before Night Fall is an honest poetic biography
ScanReid
Staff Reporter

Thelife of Reinaldo Arenas was
one of persecution by intolerance
and censorship. Arenas was a nativeof Cuba who was punishedby

against the oppressionhe faced,ultimately leaving Cuba, publishing
over 20 works and later dying in
exile from AIDS.
Before Night Falls,a film by director Julian Schnabel, is the cinematic biography of Arenas' life,

life as an impoverished boy and
progressing toward his journey
of self-discovery in his writing
and homosexuallifestyle.
Actor Javier Bardem plays
Arenas,andinthemovie' s opening, narrates his life as a young

PHOTO COURTESYOFIMDB.COM AND EIMARPICTURES/ DANIEL DUZA

A teenagedArenas(left) rides with afriend.

Photo Courtesy of imdb.com and Elmar Pictures/ Daniel Duza

Javier Bardem (left) andOlivierMartinez (right)star as ArenasandAzaro.
the governmentbecause of the two based on his memoir of the same boyliving in a rural, yet lush envimain aspects of his lifestyle— his name and the stories of his close ronment in 1940s Cuba. Arenas enpassion for writing and his homo- friend in his later years, Lazarro counters indifference among his
sexuality.Dubbed a literary revolu- Gomez Carilles. The movie is a family, asheis seenby hismothers'
tionary by his early contemporar- fascinating portrait of the tortured relativesas a symbol ofher unchasies, Arenas furiously rebelled author, juxtaposing upon his early tity, but he revels in the turbulent

climate around his home.The rain
andits wateryeffects fascinate him.
Galvanized withfreedom and an
impulsivecuriosity, the young Arenas leaves home to join Castro's
Revolution in 1958, and four years
later goes on to attend the University of Havana. While pursuing his
love for literature in reading and
writing, he becomes embroiled in
theearly sexualrevolution goingon
concurrently with Castro's, and
takes on a few male lovers, most

to think that his life could be made
into afilm. Themovie'sretelling of
the poem, combined with the images seen from the window of a
moving car,isFall'smost beautiful
and magical moment.
Bardem plays a passive and likeableArenas. His solemn voice and
reserved demeanor are interesting
contrasts to the emphatic poet raging inside his character.Itis agifted

notably Pepe Malas (Andrea Di
Stlefan).
In time, Arenaspublishes hisfirst
book. SingingFromthe Well, which
getshimnoticedinthe literarycom-

seemsdistant to the audience,and ii

munity, butalso puts him under the
scrutiny ofthe new Cuban government. Homosexuals and artists are

—
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labeledas corruptersandinsurgents
to the new political regime, and
Arenas,beingboth,spends the most

ofthe restofhislife sufferingprejudice andabuse.
As a whole, Before Night Falls
functions as an extravagant and
splendid telling of Arenas' life.The
movie combines reality with im-

agesandmonologues from Arenas'
poetry and his memory. While at
times,images offaces or waterare

fast and jumbled, which leads one
to questiontheir relevancy,they are
unmistakably beautiful anddutifully
complement the on-screen depictionof Arenas' personality.
The most poetic moments in the
film are the spokennarratives from
theauthor'spoetry.His wordsevoke
an authentic emotion and show the
gracefulnessofan intelligent mind.
Director Schnabel said that it was
the words from Arenas' poem The
ParadeEnds which compelledhim

\%s What creates great wealth?

lK£ How business really works...

mhk

ffifr Take-overs, globalization, environment ...

HUMT 393-03, Ref. # 05406
Mon & Wed, 1:15-3:20 PM

is hard to judge how much of the
actor is cast asidefor the character
to fill. However, his work is still
exemplary,anditis his performance
that is the key to the film's success.
Stlefan givesa notableperformance
as the abusiveand malicious Pepe.
Scan Perm makes a brief cameo,
pulling off an effective Hispanic
accent, but he is gone before any
impact is made. Of particular note,
though, arethe extremelybraveperformances made by Johnny Depp,
whomakes anappearanceboth as a
prison drag queen who has a "tal-

ent" for smuggling contraband,and
as a totalitarian lieutenant.
The singleproblem that hampers
Before Night Fallsis the fact that it
is undeniably slow in pace. The
film's style does notemploy a foreshadowing or tension motivated
plot. Instead, it proposes to slide
from one scene to the next, progressing through Arenas' life leisurely. However, as a biography,
Schnabel's movie is an honest and
noteworthy achievement. Visually
enthrallingand deeplymoving,BeforeNight Fallsshows whatit truly
means to be anartist.
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Hamlet's schoolmates get their ownplay
JamilaJohnson
StaffReporter
Rozencratzand Guildenstern are
characters inShakespeare'sHamlet. Only
"Messenger" surpasses the pair in
lack of character definition. However Tom Stoppard, the author of
Rozencratz and Guildenstern are
Dead, created a jewel when he decided togive these twooverlooked
characters a voice. AsGuildenstern
two of theleastmemorable

(Todd Licea) declared, "Words.
Words, they are all we have to go
on." Yet over two hours of words

could not save this bumbling pair
from their Shakespearean fate.
Kirkland Performance Center is
currently showing this 34-year-old
play withanexcellentcastand wonderful directing by Rachel Katz
Carey.RozencratzandGuildenstern
Are Dead gained a storm of popularity and acclaim in 1990 when it
wasmade into a movie. However,
the Kirkland Performance Center
shows once and for all that a play
canmove thesoulmore thanamere
movie.
There is a feeling that is strong
and moving that sweeps through
the audience inthis play. This feelingis almost a formof claustrophobia. Theaudience understands the

confusionandblindfoolishness that textual evidence goes, knowing
These characters are as depenin.
see
engage
They
why,"
Stoppard
explained
during
the characters
dent as actors who get a bit part.
into,
They spend what seems like eons
walk
1968.
traps
the
the characters
aninterview in
but inaplay where the titleexplains
Thereareso manyimpressions in trying to get onto the stage. Like
that the main characters will die, this play, and each member of the minor actors, Rosencrantz and
their mere steps onto the stage seal audience is bound to identifywith a Guildenstern feel waiting is what
their ownfate.If you are wondering different aspect.Inshort,Rozencratz they are supposed todo. They were
what confusion and foolishness and Guildenstern spend the play sent for, thus there must be some
there could possibly be in a play trying to fulfill the orders of more importance in their lives,right?
spawned from Hamlet,
Mark Anders as
the sky is the limit in
Rosencrantz played his
and
wonderfully. AlRozencratz
ough hislinesfocused
Guildensterti Are Dead.
more on stupidity then
Picture the two main
characters traveling
he seemed to
through the woods,only
ghten up the stage
they have forgotten
whenever the audience
began to pity the hopewhere they were going.
Even worse they have
less pair. Todd Licea
forgotten why, without
played Guildenstern
reallyrealizing that they
beautifully.His gestures
had forgotten anything
wereremarkableandhis
witty lines were delivin thefirstplace.Tomake
matters worse,they tend
Photocourtesy of kirkland PerformanceCenter ered with perfect tone
to forget who is Left toRight:MarkAnders asRosencrantz,BobDeDea as and meter.
Although the acting
Rosencrantz and who is The Playerand ToddLicea as Guildenstern.
Guildensterti. This sort
was wonderful and the
of exchange can be intriguing or important characters. They try to lines were unbeatable, the real star
mind numbing. Stoppard saw in- please the Queen, King and Ham- of the stagemayhavebeenthe stage
trigue when he decided to write let. But what happens when there itself. The set was designed by
Rozencratz and Guildenstern Are arenoorders tofulfill?They sit,flip Shelley Henze Schermer, and had
Dead. "There are certain things coins, break into witty and ridicu- an incredible effect on the perforwhich they bring on with them, lous conversations and pray for mance.On thesurface the stage was
particularly the fact thatthey endup someone to just come in and tell notparticularly extravagant.There
dead without really, as far as any them what to do.
were grayish raised platforms that

tirt

Rwit,

seemed to make a set of stairs upward, and fabric and scrim was
draped in the background. However, when the same stairs remain
during the scene change from the
woods to the palace, there is a feeling of utterdespair. Theaudience is
forced to be uncomfortable by the
realization that these men are
trapped and done for.
Achange of scenery really never
changes theirstate,thus the scenery
doesn't really change to fit each
setting. They try to find their way
off of the stage, but of course they
had forgotten which way they
walked on.
Theysiton theseraisedplatforms
and talk about everything from toenail growth to what deathfeels like.
Ina way,this play is verymuchlike
Waitingfor Godot, with piratesand
a cross-dressing traveling theatre
troupe of prostitutes.
This play is worth taking the time
to see, and this production in particular was quite invigorating. It is
known as one of the best
Shakespearetake-offs,and thisproduction lived up to its reputation.
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern
areDeadwillbe playing untilMar.
4. For tickets contact the Kirkland
Performance Center at (425) 8939900.

City of God ambitious but not recreational

J.L. Faris

Doctorow haspenned suchpopular readers.
works as Ragtime and Billy
Readers either hate the book, or

Book Reviewer

Bathgate.

Not veryoften doesabook come
alongthat has inspiredsuchdiverse
opinions as City of God. E.L.
Doctorow has brought us a carefully crafted book that pushes modernliterature to the veryedge.
Does the name sound familiar?

The popularity of City of God
depends on who one asks. Though
acclaimed bycriticsandliterati alike
as "dazzling" and "irresistible"
(TIME Magazine and The Baltimore Sun,respectively),CityofGod
has not been acceptedvery well by

""
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loveit.The opinionsofthe readers
are at extreme polarities and are

In this highly ambitious piece of
arguing. It is amazing how many
people feel that City of God wasa fiction, Doctorow has cut his plot

.

complete -waste of timeand money

\nU> pu/./Ac pieces, put theminto a

box and kicked the box, scattering
expressed in extremely passionate
his plot all over the room. This
language. The popular reaction is what Doctorow is really trying to puzzle is theelementofDoctorow's
work that affects readers so differreminiscentof theParisianreaction accomplish.
to Stravinsky's Rites of Spring.
It is.not Doctorow's subject or ently.Either readersliketheirminds
Thoughno riotshave beenreported, theme that is so controversial. It is engagedand challengedby the author,or they hatehow difficult itis
there is still fierce discussion and his style.
to read the book.
Part of Doctorow's puzzle that
most non-literati readersdo not realizeis Doctorow's borrowed title.
St. Augustine's fifth century work
on a theological theory of history
Yet, there are just as many people
scratching their heads, wondering

was titledCity of God. The pretext
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Spirit in the World
♥ Celebrating Mass on the Altar of the World
♥Building a Stairway of Questions to God
♥ Recovering the

of City of Godadds a new dimension to an already confusing and
difficult puzzle.
Doctorow, with almost 40 years
of writingexperience,deviatesfrom
—
—
his usualgenre historicalfiction
to tell amodem story of anEpiscopalpriest. This priest,Pern,lives in
New York as the world welcomes
the new millennium. He is internally wrestling withhis religionand
his calling as apriest.
Some might call this a religious
crisis. What Doctorow describes is
less anurgent emergencyand more
like a slow realization of a deep
conflict. Sure,Doctorow uses predicamentsto heighten the dramaof
Pern's realizations,but still the issue is less about a crisis than an
inner awareness.
CityofGodis a challengetoread.
Itis not fun, the way a goodLudlum
or Crichton book is. It is fun like,
well, a puzzle. A very hard, large,
three-dimensional puzzle. Iwould
not be surprised if it won a few
awards. If ithas enough influence
on popular fiction, it couldbe considered a turningpointin post-mod-

... ■
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ernistfiction. However,Iwouldnot

recommend itforrecreational reading.
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SIT UP
STRIGHT!
Steps to take when

things get to be
a real pain in the

Jamila Johnson
Staff Reporter

Katosits onarevolving stool, lying on ones back.
Students,parents,and themedia haveoften
low to the ground, as she works

Terri

on her last patient for the night.
Kato,aphysical therapist at West

blamedthe weight ofbackpacks for a majority ofstudentback pains.It has recently been
discovered that a backpack weighing more
then20percent ofone' s body weight (studies
previous to November 2000 vary between 10
percent and 20 percent) presents a medical
risk. A 120-pound female should neverhave
a backpack weighing more than 24 pounds.

SeattlePhysicalTherapy, turns herheadup to
the ceiling and its florescent light as she
begins to explain the causes of student back
pain.
"Alwaysdoing something on a computer
orreading, even sitting inclassrooms taking
notes puts studentsin a forward leaningposiTheresultsof oversized backpacks is often
tion." Kato explained.
muscle fatigue, spinal problem and shoulder
"We (physical therapists) try to work on
strengtheningthe upperback and neck."
Such activities, frequently preformed by
college students, cause strain in the upper
regionof theback and often can lead tobad
posture.

Students spendmajor amountsof timein a
hunched position, but Kato has noticed a
tendency in students treatment of back pain.

Kato explains that, "accidents normally
bring peopletophysicaltherapy.Students on
the other hand tend to bear their painand not
notice their posture."
However,taking a passive rolein relieving

pain is not the only option.
There are ways to perform the tasks required incollege withoutcausingharm to the
upper back, shoulders and neck. Studying
can be performed harmlessly by merely elevating the study area.If a student studies on
a table ora desk it is recommendedthathe or
she stack otherbooks underneath the reading
material. This technique prevents strain on

damage. All this strain is caused in the area
which the student could have already damagedby hunching.
Individuals can minimize the strain by following certain rules in backpack use. Kato,
recommends tryingnot carryinga whole days
worthofbooksaround toeachclass.Students
should leave books in their dorm and return
betweenclasses, orleave extrabooks in a car
or locker.
Katoalsoadvisesstudents to avoidmaking
the strapstoolong when wearinga backpack.
Long straps pull the contained weight down
harder on the back and shoulder tissues, and
also arrange the shouldersin an undesirable

position.
With very tightstraps, the shoulderstendto

hunch forward. Thisalsobecomes a negative
back position.Try to adjust your backpack
straps so that your bag can rest against your
upper back while you stand in a straight

uprightposition withoutpain. Studentsshould
alsoavoid flinging onlyone strap of their bag
occurs
to
onto
their backs.
having
the neck that
when
constantly lookin a downward position.
When backpacks are worn correctly, the
This simple remedy also prevents theshoul- support comes from the back muscles and
ders from rolling forward. Due to the text stomach muscles. Overloadingand not corto
becoming raised, the back and neck may rectly wearingbackpacks causes damage
'
remain straight alleviating strain in these the softtissue in theback and doesn thavethe
areas. This can alsobe preformed when sit- full support of the stronger muscles in your
ting in front of a computer screen. Elevating body.
thekeyboard while sittingin astraight-backed
Single strap backpacks should always go
across the whole back. Students should try
chair can help posture and shoulder pains.
When sitting, students should try to keep nottorest this weightonone single shoulder.
the spine as straight as possible. Slouching Byrotating shoulders aftereachclass period,
puts strain on the lowerback and shoulder students can getused to this routineand save
area, also forcing the neck to curve unnatu- themselves from one-sided back pain. This
type of bag often also rubs against the neck
rally.
Onerelief methodrecommended by Kato and causes unneeded pressure. If a student
involves a thin towel. By rolling up a thin goes to buy one ofthese bags,Kato advises
towel and using rubber bands to secure its that they should look for ones with more
shape, a student can create an instrument to padding on the straps.
Using a backpackon wheelsprobablygives
relieve pain. Placing this towel behind ones
neck while sitting in a high backed chair the studentthebestchance of avoidingadded
rexlaxs theneck muscles. Thisalso worksas backpack damage, however, such bags can
a relaxation method for soremuscles before stillcause damage.Ifreachingthepull handle
bed, and canbe placed under theneck while requires bending and slanting, similar dam-

Liz rankos / photo editor

Left to right:Studentshouldavoidcarryingbackpacksonone shoulder;Not elevatingone's
workspace leads topoor posture and back, neck and shoulderpain.

age can be caused. When purchasing such a
bag make sure the handle is the right size.
Students who are taller will have a harder
time trying to use a rollingbackpack.
In fact, taller students have addedrisks all
around.In classrooms, the desks are proportionally shorter and require more leaning
overto performsimple tasks likereading and
writing.
Anothercurse fortallerindividuals can be
somethingas simple as the common conversation. Those who are taller tend to look
down more often. Kato explains that this
causes badpostureas wellas neckand shoul-
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der pains. Taller students should try to look

down with their eyesand avoid putting their
neck in the downward position as much as

possible.
If astudent is already in seriouspain, he or
shehas several options. Students can consult
the HealthCenter or aphysician. They can
also consult a physical therapist who will
guideindividuals in strengtheninganddeveloping the upper back. The last option is to
keep in mind the recommendations by Kato
and to try performing the accompanying exercises.
It is important for students not to ignore
back pain andinstead to try tofinditsorigins
in daily activities.
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Ergonomics
Exercise and

TELEPHONE: Cradling telephone receiver SCREEN: Eyes should be about level with top of screen; screen should ARMS: When operator'shands are on the
betweenheadandshouldercan causemuscle swivelhorizontally, tilt vertically.
keyboard, upperarm andforearm shouldform
strain; headset allows head, neck to remain
right angle or over90';handsshouldbe lined
straight whilekeepinghandfree.
v.
KEYBOARD:Position toallowhands,forearms to remain straight,level up withforearm;optionalarmrestsshouldbe
or slightlydeclined.
adjustable.
BACKREST: Adjustableforoccasionalvaria^
s
tions; Shape shouldmatch contour oflower
HOLDER: Same height and distance from user asjhe DESK: Thin work surface toallowleg room
back providing evenpressureandsupport. scneen, so eyes can remain focused as they lookfrom one to thi'other. and posture adjustments: adjustablesurface
Otherdocumentholders maybe appropriatedependentan tpffc.
heightpreferable; tableshouldbelargeenough
books,files and telephone whilepermitPOSTURE:Sitallthe wayback intothechak
for
ting different positions ofscreen, keyboard
for properback support;back,neckshouldbe\
and mousepad.
comfortable straight ahead,knees should be
slightlylowerthan hips:do not cross legsor
shift weightto oneside;givejoints,muscles
a chance to relax;periodicallyget upand tualk
around.
SEAT: Adjustableheight,angle;firm cushion; "waterfall" front helps circulation to

;

bf*

FEET: Entiresoleshouldrest comfortablyon
floor orfoot rest (ifnecessary).

Graphics courtesy west Seattle physical therapy

Ways

produce perfect posture

to
Postural Correction
pelvis.Bring yourhead to a "neutral" position(back andup
over your shoulders). Stretch up with the top of your head,
keeping yourchin level.

Side Bending Stretch

your shoulder. Gently lean yourhead to the
opposite side to stretch (ear towards
shoulder). Hold the stretch while breathing
naturally. Relax.

I!

v\

Neck Rotation

Lie comfortably with your head on a carpeted
floor ox alevel pillow. Turn your head fully to
the right, asifto bring your chin to the right
shoulder.Think ofa rollingpin- flattening the
pillow or carpet on the way.Repeatto the left

NeckIsometrics Exercise

Grip theunderside of a chair to stabilize

ii

Lie on your back, with your head supportedin "neutrai."
Place your Fingertips against both temples. Starting with one

side,gradually press your fingertips against the temple,
building to a maximum of to twopounds of force.Resist the
tendency of the head to move by holding with your neck
muscles. Alternate, side to side.

Self Mobilization
Placehands firmly at the baseof the neck,palm
down. Using a movementcombining turning and
gentle backward bending, lean to the right Stretch
gently, withoutpain. After returning to the starting
position, repeat to the left.
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"Cheerleader"
Stand tail, with your balance over the mid foot (not toes
or heels).Bringyour head to a supportedposition over
your shoulders (as above).Reachone arm upwards and
the other down. Without leaningback to theheels or
arching yourlower back, comfortably inch shoulder
blades together.
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SU womencome
up short again
Carl Bergquist
StaffReporter

University of Alaska-Anchorage

University of AlaskaFairbanks

EiSK^lßi

Dr. Arthur L. Fisher i

90-49.
Sophomore CourtneyTinsleyled
the team with 16 points, while senior Anna Kloeck, playing in the
100th game of her career, added
nine points in the effort; freshman
Deana Cordova matched Kloeck's
efforts adding another nine points.
SU's biggest hurdle wasn't the
offense; their defense allowed five
UAPplayersto reach doubledigits.
UAF shot 54 percent from the
floor and only slightly less from
behind the three-point arc. The
Redhawks,however,wereonlyable
to muster 27percentshooting from
the floor.
Although SU demonstrated improvementin the secondhalf,itwas
simply not enough.
The Redhawks were not given
any reprieveonUAF'sseniornight,
raising the totals evenhigher.
Jrr SU looks
forward to their last
*
remaining road trip of the season,
jp
'^^^^B
1B*»*
when theyhead toSt.Martin's Col"^^^fc^^r*^i i_^ lege for a game that features two

Ely across the border!

p

♥

1

♥

i

Experience the spirit ofa very different I
culture in themasterworks ofMexican 9

p

B

TheSeattle University women's
basketball team had no answer for
the offenseof University ofAlaskaFairbanks, as they were defeated

3
1

♥Mostly short books, some long ones,

B

allinEnglish translation

■

(o en espafiol, siustedquiere),

'^^^
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Although SU shined with the
nominationof threeacademic AllStars, they stillfailed to defeat the
University of Alaska-Anchorage,
losing 67-46.
Kloeck and Rachel Asante", the
team's two leading scorers, as well
as senior Bridgett Takeuchi, were
each named to the All-Academic
team; all sported grade point averageshigher than 3.4.
Theawardisbased uponminutes
played andGPA.
However, their success in the
classroom did notparlay intoa victory as S.U had no response for
UAA's Dana Bottoms, whoscored
17 points, grabbed 15 boards and
seven blocked shots for the
Seawolves in a very physical contest.

The Seawolves scored 46 points
in the first half alone.
"We gaveup toomany points in
the first half,andweweren'table to
recover," Takeuchi noted. "It'sthe
first half that beats us every time."
The Redhawks were once again
riddledwith poorshooting,sinking
only 26 percent of their shots. SU
scored only 13 points in the first
half.

"It was atough weekend,but our
effort was definitely there; we just
'The team as a whole doesn't couldn't put it all together,"
want to go out on a bad note, so Takeuchi said.
Asante" scoredeight points while
we're goingto leave our hearts out
on the court for the remaining two picking up 10 rebounds in a game
games," Tinsley commented.
that featured over 100 rebounds.
equally balanced teams.

P Tuesdays «

Thursdays, 3:25-5:30 pm

-^£mm^\

Experience the World /^gj§^
g|p*
200 1
j^EPDuring Spring
Quarter

l^^J^^T"

Congratulations to
these Intramural
Team Champions:
Basketball Champions
Coßec Open:
Chieftains
Coßec Rec:
Jail Bait
Men's 4A:
Quigg Pro Quo
Men's3A:
Trial&Error

Jk
\/^\IUjH

Y*lm

Dr. Kan Liang

Faizi Ghodsi

HIST 393-02/ HUMT 380-02
MWF 9:45~ U'AO am '

HiST 393-05/ HUMT 380^)1
MW 3:25-5:30 p.m.

n^n Jndja:
1 IMP_

Dr. Tom Taylor and
Dr. Michael Matriotti
HIST 393-03/HUMT 38044

Mexico:
Dr. Marc McLeod
HIST 393-04/humt 380-03

TTh 1:15-3:20 p.m.

y

tj
N

Men's 2AA:
Phat OldMen
Men's 2AS:
Cash Money
Men's 1A:
Team Shibby
IndoorSoccer Champions
Men's:
Allen'sHeroes
Coßec Open:
Coßec Rec:
Umpa Lumpas
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Softball to start season optimistic

Derrick Froyalde
Staff Reporter

comers and the outfield has experi-

Thecombination of youth, experience and an improved pitching
staff should make SU very competitivein only theirsecond season
as an NCAA Division II team.
"Asa whole,the freshmengroup
is verystrong, and they'regoing to
make an impact on this program,"
Sprute said, "This year we're preparingalot more; we lookstronger,
practice more, and have what it
takes to have a great season."
Practice and preparation have
helped the Lady Redhawks bond
togetheras agroup.LastChristmas,

ence, the pitching staffhas both.

Freshmen Jennifer Hewitt, Kat
CaseySpruteandCherylJohnson Bielemeier and Petey Sonnett join
are the only seniors on the Seattle senior Cheryl Johnson and junior
University softball team.
Mmdi Goodwin on the pitching
As they get ready to begin the mound.
season this Friday, they are surTheadditions shouldprovevalurounded by a group of young and able since the team only had two
anxious players, including eight pitchers last year.
freshmen.
It'll relieve a lot of the burden.
While the two seniors cherish The more pitchers we have, the
their final year, they also have the more variety we'IIbe able toput out
responsibility of providing leader- there. It'll be a luxury," Johnson
ship andguidance forthe freshfaces. remarked.
I'm just trying to approach this
year with a good attitude and having fun. I'm counting on putting
everything Ihave into making this
mybest season,whileinspiring and
motivating the other girls to make it
a good season," Sprute said; she is
the team's catcher and team cap-

team.

dent for Student Affairs. We just
have a great group of people,"
Gentleman added.
He also expects the team'shard
work to pay off on the field.
'Thisweekendis a big test for us.
The competition will be high with
sixranked teams. We have a shot at
surprising some teams this year."
The softball team travels today

Whether itis academics,athletics or charity work, Coach Gentle- to Richland tokick offthe seasonin
man is very proudof his team.
the Central Washington Tourna"They are greatkids off the field ment. They will play nine games
as well. Casey has a 4.0 GPA, and this weekend,with three gameseach
Annette Gaeth will be Vice-Presi- day on March 2-4.

What a difference
the train makes!

tain.

For Spruteand Johnson, this year
willbe the end of their SU softball
careers, but for the softball program,the yearmarksthe beginning
of a bright future.
The team brought in eight talentedrecruits this year,as freshmen
now account for half of the 16player roster.
This weekend,coachJimGentleman plans to start four first-year
players: AnnaDoubek at first base,

the team participated in a charity
program withKIROradio.The team
sponsored afamily whose 15-yearold daughter enjoys softball.
For her present, the team raised
enough money to give the girl gift
certificates for clothing, and also
gaveher a ball signed by the entire

j
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Carrie Ward at second, Ericka
Briggs at shortstop and Sarah Carrier at third base.
Although the infield does lack
experience,thecoachisn't worried.
There's always a concern about

freshmen being untested. On the
other hand, they are the hardestworkingbunch we've brought in as
a freshmen group. Ithink they're
going to be fine," Gentleman commented.
In contrast to the youth in the
infield, there is plenty of experience and stability in the outfield,as
sophomores Brittany Sullivan and
Annette Gaeth and junior Kirn
McDonald areallreturningplayers.
As freshmen,GaethandSullivan
both had tremendous seasons in
2000, leading the Lady Redhawks
in nearly every offensive category.
Sullivanled the team with a .330
battingaverage and a .375 on-base
percentage. She was equally impressive on defense in centerfield,
recording 38 putouts and going the
entire year withoutan error.
Even witha perfect fielding percentage, Sullivanbelieves she can
dobetter.
I'm always looking to improve.
Theoutfield has astrong corefrom
last season, and we work well together," Sullivan said.
Sullivan's fellow second-year
outfielder, Gaeth, batted .312 and
led the team with 34hits.
Gaeth's efforts were rewarded
when she was selected to the
PacWest All-Star Team.
Rounding out perhaps the best
outfield in the league, isleft fielder
McDonald.
Playing in her third year,
McDonald provides exceptional
defense.
She had a .963 fielding percentage and committed only one error
last season.
While theinfield consists of new-
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Enjoy the comfort and convenience of traveling
with Amtrak9 this spring.
Student Advantage® Members save 15%* on rail fares to over 500 destinations all year
long, including Spring Break. To join Student Advantage, call 1-877-2JOIN-SA or visit
studentadvantage.com.
For Amtrak* information and reservations, call 1-877-632-3788 or visit www.amtrak.com.
'Not valid on peak weekday Metroliner* or Acela Express" TrainsandCanadian portions oftrains operated jointlyby Amtrak and VIARail Canada,
or onconnecting services via non-Amtrak carriers. Otherrestrictions apply.

■ 1°/a
OFF
\JJL

I#%

'* you are

■

not a Student Advantage Member, enjoy a one
time savings of 10% when you present this coupon and

your valid student I.D.

Tickets must be purchased by April 30, 2001, for travel from February 1, 2001 through April 30, 2001.
Original coupon must be surrendered at the time of purchase. No
photocopies accepted.
— Only one coupon per passanger. Offer valid
for selecttrains only Not valid onpeak weekday Metroliner* Acela Express"

Auto Train* Canadian portion of joint Amtrak/VIA* service, 7000 a 8000 series
Thmway Services,multi-ride fare plansand any other discounts or promotions. Offer
is based on availability and subject to change without notice. Offer non-refundable
after payment is made. Offeris for coach travel.Additional accommodations charge
for Business Class and Sleeping Car accommodations. Other restrictions may apply.
Amtrak is a registered service mark of the National Railroad Passenger Corporation.
TRAVEL AGENTS: access your GDS for completedetails. G/PRO/STU;Sabr.:Y/PRO/STU.
Attach coupon to auditor's coupon; rf electronicallyreporting,attach to agent coupon.
All TravelAgents and Amtrak Ticketing Agents pleasereturn the coupon to: Amtrak
Customer Segmentation.10 G StreetNE. Washington, DC20002.

ARC # 8 554 270 0000 122 o

Name'

Address''
City'

"State:'

Zip!

p_m ,j|
E-mail.

Mention Code: H122
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How to stay smart about eating out
Anintimatelook atfastfood dininganddietmaintenance

ShantiHahler
Health andFitness Columnist
In a world where most of us are
toobusy to even get enoughsleep,
it's easy to succumb to the convenience of fast food only to regret it
when our energy gets low, andour
waistlines begin to expand.
But whohas time,ordesire,count
calories and fat grams?

The truth is, with a little thought,
fast food doesn't necessarily have
to be a diet disaster.
To make it easier I've compiled
nutritional data from severalfavorite fastfood restaurantsand created
an easymeal guide to help you get
yourdinnerquickly soyoucanmove
on withthe rest of yourhectic day.
In addition, I've included a few
items that may seem to be healthy
choices, but are actually fat traps

atonly 375 caloriesand 11gramsof

fat.
Add veggies without guilt— they
offer great vitamins,a little crunch,
a little fiber,and a biggermouthful.
Add a side salad,dressing on the
side, and this meal willbe a good
balance.
PizzaHut

Fat Trap: One slice of Meat
Lover's StuffedCrustpizzahas 543
calories and a whopping 29 grams
of fat.
Needless to say,if you're watching your weight,stayaway from the
fat trap and try to moderate your
'
intakeof the Stuffed Crust fare.

Jack in theBox
Aregularhamburger at thischain
carries 280calories and 12grams of
fat not so bad for a fast food
burger.
Fat Trap: The Bacon Ultimate
Cheeseburgerequals 1020 calories
and 71gramsof fat enough said.

—

—

Burger King

McDonald's

BestChoice:One sliceof Veggie
waiting to catch their next health- Lover's hand-tossed pizza holds
only 281 caloriesand 6grams offat
minded victim.
Also, don't forget to watch your (Yay!) whilea slice of their Veggie
portion sizes— a single serving of Edge pizzaonly holds 110 calories
pizza does not equal a whole pie.
and 2.5 grams of fat,evenbetter.
Domino'sPizza
At that rate, you could have a
Best Choice: 1/4 of a 12-inch couple slices and get your daily
hand-tossed cheesepizza weighsin veggies in too!

A regular hamburger only has
320 calories and 15 grams of fat,

A regular hamburger (270 calories, 9 fat grams) with a garden
salad (50 calories,0 fat)along with
herb vinaigrette (50 calories, 0 fat)

whichisn't toobad considering the
ever popular Whopper withcheese
has 760 calories and 48 grams of
fat.
makesa quick,easy mealon the go.
A small order of fries holds 259
Another good bet is the grilled
1
chicken
grams
calories and 3
of fat.
salad deluxe withonly 120
calories, 1.5 grams of fat.

Nelson reaches 1,000 points as men finish 6-21
AustinBurton
Staff Reporter
Saint Martin's College
With just one game separating
them, the Seattle University and
Saint Martin's College men's basketball teams fought it out last

TIAA-CREF provides
financial solutions to
last a lifetime.

Thursday to avoid sinking to the

At TIAA-CREF, we can help you with both.You

can count onus not only whileyou're saving and
planning for retirement, but in retirement, too.
Just call us. We'll show youhowour flexiblerangeof
payout options can meet your retirementgoals.

With TIAA-CREF, you benefitfrom something few
othercompaniescan offer: a totalcommitmentto
yourfinancial well-being,today and tomorrow.

.

Redhawksfound themselvesonthe
short end of a 87-74 score and
ensured a last-place finish in the
conference for the season.

CIS/

'

Wth TTA A PUFF1

you can receive:*

" Cash withdrawals
. , payments**
" Systematic. or fixed-period
" Interest-only payments
" Lifetime income payments**

.

.

A combination of these

"Guaranteed by Ihe claims-payingability of theinsurer.

"Note: Availability may depend on your employer's retirement
plan provisions contract. Under federal taxlaw, withdrawals
prior to age 59K may be subject to restrictions, and may also be
subject to a 10% additional tax.Additional restrictions also
applyto the TIAATraditional Annuity.

WW
3
■■■

Ensuringthe future
for those who shape it."

9).

Nelsonstartedoff coldin the first
half,missing all eight of his shots

fromthe floor.

He scored just two points in the
bottomof thePacific WestConfer- half,bothoff of free throws.
ence.
But Nelson caught fire in the secForty minutes later, the ond half,cashing in on five straight

"nso/tat/on

Building your assets is one thing.Figuringout
howthoseassets can provide you with a
comfortable retirementisquite another.

—

points threebelow his seasonav—
erage toreach 1,000 forhiscareer
as SUclosed out their season witha
77-59 loss against Central
Washington University (11-6, 16-

1.800.842.2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

For more complete information on our securities products, call 1.800842 2733, ext. 5509, for prospectuses Read them carefully before
"
invest. TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc. and TeachersPersonal Investors Services, Inc.distribute securities prodJcts.
"you
TeachersInsurance and Annuity Association (TIAA), New York, NY andTIAA-CREF Life Insurance Co., New York, NY issue insurance and
"
"
annuities TIAA-CREF Trust Company, FSB provides trust services Investmentproducts are not FDIC insured, may lose value and are
not bank guaranteed. O 2001Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association-College Retirement Equities Fund,New York, NY 01/04
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SU was once again victimized
by their lack of depth inside.
Andrew Blanchard,a 6*B"freshmanreserveforward,ledtheSaints
(5-12, 10-16) with 25 points in 28
minutes.
Gerrit Eades, another 6'B" forward, scored 19 points, and 6'10"
center Nick Gibbs added 15.
SU senior Jeff Nelson led the
team with24 points, 18 off of three
pointers.
He finished the game with 986
points for his career,just 14 shy of
becoming the32ndplayerinschool
history to reach 1,000 points.
Junior reserve Jeff Harris made
his first significant impact of the
seasonfor SU,nailingallfiveof his
three-point shots to score 17points
in just 18 minutes.
Nick Leonard, comingoff of his
first career double-double in the
previous game, fell just one rebound short of another as he finished with 14 points and nine rebounds.
After shooting a blistering 60
percent from the floor and 73 percent from beyond the arc, the
Redhawks led by four points at the
half.
That lead was extended to six
early in the second half, but the
Saints roared back to gain a lead
which they would neverrelenquish.

three-pointers to put him over the
1,000-point mark.
He scored 23 points for the game
to finish his SU career with 1,009

total points.
Leonard scored 12 for SU, the
only other player to reach double
figures in the game.
The Wildcats used a balanced
scoring attack to dispatch the
Redhawks, withJustinThompson's
13 points leading the team.
Tyler Mitchell scored 12 on the
night, while Damien Chapman
added eight points.
After twice cutting the CWUlead
to sixin the first half,SU trailed by
as muchas 30 in the second.
CWUdominated the gameonthe
boards, as they out-rebounded SU
by a 48-37 margin.
MattMcDonald ledthe Wildcats
with six rebounds, while Thompson and Sam Moore each grabbed
five.
With Saturday's win and
Humboldt State's loss to Western
Washington, CWUsecured a third
place finishin the conference.
Theyplay SaintMartin's tomorrow,anda wincould sendCWU to
the NCAA Division II Western
Regionalplayoffs.
SUends theirseason witha6-21
record and losses in theirlast eight
contests.
The team didn't winagame in the

month of February, with their last
win coming on Jan.27 overSMC.
They went 1-13 on the road.
Nelson led the team in scoring for
Central Washington
the season with an avergae of 17.8
per game.
With a 3-14 conference record
Nicholas Crespinel's seven reputting them outof playoff conten- boundspergameledthe team, while
tion, the story of the night for the SheaRobinson paced theRedhawks
Redhawks was Jeff Nelson.
withfour assists per game.
The senior guard needed 14

Paid Advertisement
Paid Advertisement

Trustees Approve
FY '02 Budget
Seattle University's fiscal year 2002 budget includes
move to flat rate tuition, financial aid increases, NCAA support

Seattle University's Board of Trustees has approved a fiscal year
2002 budget that includes an emphasis on increasing student
financial aid, reducing dependenceon adjunct faculty, enhancing
faculty and staff salaries, strategic planning, and supporting the
move to a flat-rate tuition system. The budget projects revenues
of $105 million next year, up from $98 million this year. It is
based on an estimated fall 2001 enrollment of 5,940 students.

Seattle University Vice President for Finance and Investments
Denis Ransmeier said the tuition and fee increases are in line
with those being made by other private universities throughout
the Northwest. Next year,consistent with a five-year trend,
Seattle University will rank 10lh out of 14 regional independent
colleges for tuition costs and 7th out of 14 for room and board
fees.

The fiscal year 2002 budget includes an undergraduate tuition
increase of 5 percent, down from 5.6 percent last year. The
change brings tuition to $17,865 for full-lime students taking
between 12 and 20credits under the new flat-rate tuition. For
students taking fewer than 12 credits, the pcr-credit rate will rise
from $378 this year to $397 next year. Room and board rates
will increase by an average of 4 percent, up from 3.3 percent last
year. The law school also will increase full-time tuition by 5.1
percent to $21,210. Enrollment there is expected to reach 945
students.

Student Financial Aid
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Improvements included in next year's budget include a 5 percent
increase instudent wages to bring on-campus compensation in
line with market rates and an overall increase in student Financial
aid of 10.5 percent, or $19.34 million. Next year's budget also
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provides continuing financial support for the university's transition to DivisionII athletic competition in the form ofenhanced
scholarships and upgraded coachingpositions.
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Preparedby the Public Relations Office
For questions, please call 296-6135
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Whazz up at ASSU
VP. ofFinance
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This quarter's meeting times for ASSU!
,-,.

,

ASSU Council meets on Mondays in Pigott 102 from 6p.m.-8 p.m.
following meet in
floor the B:
Cl
ubs Committee: Monday, 8 p.m.
Elections Committee:Monday, 12 p.m.
Presidential Committee: Friday, 2:30p.m.-3:30 p.m.
Accounts Committee: Tuesday, 6 p.m.
>11 wing mthe names f c rePresentatives on each of the committees this

J S^

ASS^

r.
x^
Ransmeier, Vice President
Denis
ofFinance ofr the
University,came to the meeting and presented the
budget for the next fiscal year. Last Thursday the
Trustees approved the preliminary budget.

ASSU Completes election

°*

°

1^
Sons:

Yesterday ASSU completed the Executive Elections
for the 2001-2002 school year. Your new Executives
are Virgil Domaoan, President; Annette Gaeth, VP
of Student Affairs; and Matt Sanderl, VP of Finance.
'

r

Adam Ahlbach (chair), Hector Herrera, Angela Rivieccio, Abi Jones,

Matt Sanderl, Carl Bergquist

Clubs: AngelaRivieccio (chair), AdamAhlbach, CarlBergquist, Teresa Abellera,
Dave "Crunchy" Crepeau, Andy Farnum, GayatriEassey, Chris Canlas
Accounts: Steve Sullivan (chair), Andy Farnum,Matt Sanderl,Dave "Crunchy"
Crepeau, Scan O'Neill, Abi Jones, Debola Okuribido
Presidential: Virgil Domoan(chair), Scan O'Neill,Teresa Abellera, Chris Canlas,
Gayatri Eassey, Debola Okuribido,Hector Herrera

id S'S'f / FtlCt^

ASSU Council meeting minutes can be found on the
ASSU web page- http://www.seattleu.edu/assu

The ASSUoffice is located in the Student UnionBuilding, room 203. ASSU offers services such as support to clubs andstudent advocacy.

Club Events and Announcements
"
"+ x>f i
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tt
The Seattle
University
Marksmanship

Seattle University's
United Fili mo club

Club li
i.

Winter Quarter Shooting Schedule
Friday, Mar. 9-Pistol andRifle Shooting
Renton Gun Range
Both new and experienced shooters are welcome.
Firearms,ammunition,hearing and eye protection and instruction
are provided.
use their own equipment.
may
Shooters
Transportation to range leaves from the front of XavierHall at
2:10 p.m., excepton Monday, Feb. 12 at 3 p.m.
For further information contact either
Jacob Faris,President @ (206)220-8638 or farisj@seattleu.edu.
Dr. Tadie, Faculty Moderator @(206)296-5422 or Casey 509.
TheMarksmanship Club is an intramural sports activity, chartered
as a collegiate shooting club by the NRA and ASSU.

presents:

Barrio Fiesta 2000

Theme: "Bahay Ko, Tahanan Ko" There's No Place Like
Home
Saturday, March 3
Campion Ballroom
Entertainment Dinner give aways
Dance to follow ($5 if not attending fiesta)
Doors open at 5:30 p.m.
SU students $12, General $14
Tickets sold at door or pre-sale in Pigott and Columbia
st. Cafe from noon-1 p.m. and in Columbia St. from
5:30-6:30 p.m. or at the CAC.
—^
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Fun for everyone!
The Speech and Debate Society will have a meeting for people interested in intercollegiate policy debate this spring and in 2001-2001 year. This
informational meeting will be on March 6th at 7 p.m. in the student union buildingbasement.
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Would youlike to help Earthquake victims inIndia?

—

Now you can! The leadership and service office is raising funds to send to India. Please encourage your families, friends and faculty to
support thiscollection effort. Please bring all donations to the Leadership and Service office on the 2nd floor of the Student Union BuildingThank you!
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Phi Alpha
Theta
Coffeehouse
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No Way Cafe on 14th and Jefferson
,
Vn.
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\ Sponsoredby Phi Alpha Theta and the History Department S
March
1 @ 8 p.m. All are welcome to join!
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Are you ready?
Jamaica Me Crazy week is March 5-9!
Key Event: March 9 at 8 p.m. All are welcome
to come to the SUB Basement for some
entertainment from the band 50/50!
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Events for Jamaica Me Crazy Week
Wed.— Lunch in the Quad
Wed. Night— Pizza and a movie in Schafer Auditorium at 7 p.m.
Friday— Clubs food fair before the concert
Interested in getting involved in planning and implementing events? Come to SEAC Committee
*
HHHHBImHHMHB HHHI
meetings! We meet every other Wednesday at 6 p.m. in SUB 205.
Any questions on these events or if you wouldlike to get involved with SEAC, Please call x6047 or e-mail dixonj@seattleu.edu!
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100. For Sale
200. Help Wanted
300. Volunteers
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400. Services
500. For Rent
600. Misc

200. Help Wanted

—

Nanny Position
Madison Park family, two children,full-time,car,references (206)
325-1743.
~ '
Fraternities, Sororities,
Clubs,Student Groups

Earn $1000-$2OOO this semester
easy
the
Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraisingevent.Nosalesrequired,
Fundraisingdatesarefillingquickly,
today! Contact
so call
Campusfundraiser.com at (888)
923-3238,
or
visit
www.campusfundraiser.com.
with

Stockroom assistant: FT/PT—
detailoriented,flexible,works well
withothers. Dutiesinclude receiving,shipping,ticketing,quality control, somelifting, assembly, filing,

miscellaneous errands and office customer relationships. Help in candidates shouldrespondbyfaxing
cleanup. Sendresume to J. Currin, salesprocesses.Earnslo/hr.tostart. resumes to (206) 233-0241 or by
Looking for sophomores/jun- mail to Executive Extended Stay,
POBox 77670,Seattle, WA 98177or
0670
e-mail ions in science/engineering with 300 20th Avenue, Seattle, WA
outgoingpersonalities andinterest 98122. Please sendallinformation
laurelgifts@seanet.com.
in possible technicalsales career. to the attention of the front desk
Contact Nalco, Chris Wyrick at manager.
Summer experienceof yourlife!
cwvrick@nalco.com
or voice mail
Be part of a5O year Camping Tra527-2068,
ext.
(800)
6806.
dition in Beautiful Western Wash* For Rent
ington. CYOSummer camps seek
caringenthusiasticstudents to work
modern
Two— Bedroom,
asgeneral andspecialty campcounThe Executive Extended Stay
selors. Room / Board plus Salary. Hotel located onFirst Hill has im- Townhomeclose to SeattleUniverContactSara Freedmanat theCatho- mediate front desk positionsavail- sity andother schools. Convenient
lie Youth Organization at abie for day and evening shifts. 'ocation.Closetostores.downtown
saraf@seattlearch.org, 1-800-950- These openings include full-time and on bus line. Address: 1520 E.
Yesler,Seattle. $1,200 per month/
4963, or www.seattlearch.org/cyo. and part-time opportunities.
Can- $800
security deposit, lst/last/sedidates must possess goodcustomer
yWasher/dryer hookup, off
curit
INTERNSHIPTECHNICAL
service skills and be detailed oriparking.
Available 4/1/01.
SEATTLE-FLEXIBLEHOURS ented. Previous experience pre- street
~
Remaininschool.Work inmul- ferred, but not required. Interested Llsa (253) 515A163>
tipleindustries consultingonboiler
and cooling water treatment. Build
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call Ben Stangland
at (206) 296-6474 or
f^ fcm at
(2061 9Qfi

6477

TheCOSt for classifieds
is $5.00 for the first :
words and 15 cents a
word ther

All classifieds and

*
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Friday at 5 p.m. for the
Thursday edition.
Pre-Dav Dlease

Personals
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Shane and Liz,
—Let'sride.
Sheila
To Maggie, Amanda, Vanessa,

courseare the
You

andof

.
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To my Sweet
Always thinking of you!
Hope your 21st was great!

DDF

.

.

Love
~ you!D

down. (LOL)

Brandy—
I'msick,canyouplease doall.my

"*

Katy~
You te PonifiliJ°' and ni
happy. Let's rideinto the sunset.

homework?
—Shannon

rrj

To Everyone who voted at the
ASSUelections:
Good Job! Thank you for supni

the

torepre

entTu
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,c, e wh work hard
'

Ben

Ilove how soft yourdough is.

Thank you for your neverending

— Krispy

, guys ' ,greatest
, , friends
a girl could everask for. Iapprcciate allof you always taking care of
Larrythecucumbersays Hello!
me!I'm alwayshappy now,and I'll
and
so does the pink pengu.n.
rubitoffonyou guys when you're
,|.,|

—

Mr. Kreme

support and friendship.

— Sheila

Mark
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You ain't the only thing that's
° is that
shakinginSeattle. How big
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-Leon

SU Softball Team:
Areyou ladiesgettin' ready?
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yourheimets. It'sgonnabe arager.

You re pretty cool.

Bruce-

Oneof these days...
—how you doin'
, "".
.
....
Irony: Winter is so not!

Toall my angels:
IwillseeyouallatCheasty. Wear

—A differentPat
You wantarealearthquake,come
to California. Go Niners!

Happy Birthday to ourIrishPrin-

CharUy
Thanks
— Victorfor the electricity.

cess. Get ready for Alana!
Vancouver... Here we come!
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llke Ice
melt
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You are so sexy:l
Oh BoyJ
If yy U l ink
hat
Cream whe I>m ar Und yy U
Can't get enough of your sweethope your heart is as big as your sexy,revealyourself.Stop trying to ness
shoulders
P'ay aPayer!
Love youPumpkin!
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AT FIRST HILL
1011 East Terrace Street
Seattle, WA 98122

Not Ready for
the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT
specialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, Idon't
think anyone knows more
aboutthis test, or how to teach
it, than Ido. That's why Istill
teach my own classes. That's
why you should callme.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
of $695.
"price
any LSAT
I can answer
question - let me prove it. Call
now for a free seminar:

524-4915

New building 3 blocks south of Seattle University
1 bed, 2 bed/1ba, 2bed/2ba, 2bed/2bath Deluxe

Our apartments have great views of the city and Mount Rainier
The units have washer, dryer, dishwasher, and microwave inside.
There is exercise room & underground garage parking with
24 hours security camera recording.
Excellent for Roommates.
To find out more about the building and also
the special we are offering please visit our
Website at www.vantageparkapts.com
Or call us at 206-381-5878
"
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MIKE BALBIN

JAMES NAU

"You're right, this IS easier!"

MIKE BALBIN

SHANNON VANLIEW

SETH COOPER

After a horrifying visitfrom the Phantom of the Salad Bar, Mary couldnever eat

'

vegetarian again.
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